Blackbeards Treasure

Edward Teach, better known as the pirate
Blackbeard, was killed November 22,
1718. Two months before, he purposely ran
his ship, Queen Annes Revenge, aground at
what is now called Beaufort Inlet.
He
emptied the ship of all treasures into his
other ship, The Tender, and fled to where
nobody knows. Two months later, when he
reappeared, he was killed in battle, and his
body was tossed into the ocean. To this
day, nobody knows where the treasure
went. For years, people have searched high
and low for his treasure. It has been said
that Blackbeard said nobody but he and the
devil knew where it was located. Cassie
Andrews returns to Branson Missouri to
clean out her grandfathers house, who
recently passed away. While emptying the
attic she comes across an old diary
belonging to a woman who claims to have
been married to Edward Teach. Cassie
soon realizes that she holds the key to the
famous Blackbeards Treasure.
Cassie
turns to her friend Levi for help in finding
the treasure. In her zeal to uncover the
clues to Blackbeards Treasure Cassie lands
herself in the hospital.
Attraction
explodes off the page as Levi nurses Cassie
back to health and together they experience
the adventure of a lifetime to uncover their
true feelings for one another and
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KG and Ringy are in North Carolina, hunting for Blackbeards treasure. In the 1700s, the - 46 min - Uploaded by
English LandLearn English Through Story - Blackbeards Treasure by Jenny Dooley - Elementary Story Blackbeards
Treasure Lyrics: I was sipping on rum down in Old Havana / Relaxing, just kicking it under the cabana / When this old
man walks up, scurvy as canBlackbeards Treasure is a treasure and was exactly - or better - than described. If everything
goes as expected, it would be hard to set one place/hostess apartThe famous pirate Blackbeard only spent about two
years (1716-1718) plundering the high seas. Within that time, however, he amassed some serious wealth.Join numerous
pirates in an epic adventure in search of riches and treasure! Try and get the most valuables and become the epic pirate
of legend! And speaking2 days ago However, his legend has only grown stronger with time, keeping the hunt for his
supposed hidden treasure alive. Most historians suspect thatBlackbeards Treasure is a 3.00 bedroom vacation rental in
Key West, within Biking distance of the beach. Enjoy the best Key West has to offer with HistoricBLACKBEARDS
TREASURE, COROLLA, Corolla Village: Holiday house for rent from ?242 per night. Read 59 reviews, view 50
photos, book online with - 4 min - Uploaded by senseichefCaptain Dan and His Scurvy Crew http:///captaindan. There
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is no doubt that the most well-known pirate of all time is Blackbeard. Hundreds of years later, his massive fortune is still
lost to history. For archaeologists, Blackbeards treasure was found in 1996, when the remains of a vessel believed to
have been Blackbeards flagship, Blackbeard, the worlds most famous pirate, lost his flagship in 1718 when the ship ran
aground on a sandbar in North Carolina. But in 1996
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